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StJMMARY 
The purpose of this research was the evaluation of 
a time study training device based on tachistoscopic prin­
ciples. The objectives of this device were: (1) to develop 
a useful proficiency level of reading a time study stop­
watch in less time than customarily required, or an increased 
proficiency for the same training time; ( 2 ) to reduce the 
number of missed observations; and ( 3 ) to develop principles 
of technique which could be retained by the student for any 
later period. A broader objective was the hope that such 
training would Improve the student's confidence. 
Literature review Indicated that other areas had 
achieved considerable success in speed and comprehension of 
observation from tachistoscopic training. A mechanically 
operated shutter device was then designed, with Its face a 
model of a decimal-minute stopwatch. 
The assumption was made In the experimental design 
that a laboratory period of three hours represented the 
usual college training time allotted for introduction to use 
of the stopwatch. The experiment consisted of three stages 
of training for tachistoscopically and classically trained 
groups, each consisting of thirteen subjects. The first 
stage was technical instruction with combined groups. In 
the second stage each group received respective training. 
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The third stage combined both groups for the data-taking 
session of timing an assembly operation. The measurement 
control used In this stage was micromotion filming. 
Three quantitative measures were used to evaluate 
the third stage data of the two groups. These measures were: 
bias, the measure of accuracy; timing variation, the measure 
of precision; and the percentage of missed observations. 
Bias was evaluated as: 
B i a S s u b j e c t m ̂ recorded total - ^micromotion control. 
Based on the realization that times recorded by the subject 
included both subject variation and operation variation, 
this expression was used: 
(J^subject =0" total -Cooperation. 
The micromotion control measured only operation variation. 
A chl-square test was used to evaluate the difference bet­
ween the methods of the percentages of missed observations. 
A factorial design of a mixed model nature with one 
classification nested was used to Interpret the bias and 
timing variation data. The main effects were training 
methods (M), time study elements (E), and subjects (S) 
nested in methods. The mathematical model used to describe 
this experiment was: 
viii 
= JJL + S 
K J ) 
+ M + E + ME 
j k Jk ijk 
Based on the results of the statistical analyses 
and within experimental limitations, the conclusion reached 
was that for each quantitative measure the classical training 
method is significantly better. However, the relative 
magnitudes of differences between methods Indicate that they 
are reasonably equivalent, and that the time parameters 
chosen may be too strict. Retention qualities were inde­
terminable from this experiment. The quality of the train­
ing device and Its exposure times were questioned. 
It Is recommended that further investigations be 
made into refined devices and training procedures, because 
of the desirable objectives to be attained in this field and 
related fields where speed and accuracy of dial or multi-
dial observations are important. It Is also recommended 
that investigations be made into the possible existence 
of theoretical relationships between tachistoscopic 
principles and the information theory. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
P u r p o s e and b a c k g r o u n d s t u d y . - - T h e p r i m a r y p u r p o s e o f t h i s 
r e s e a r c h i s t h e e v a l u a t i o n o f a m e c h a n i c a l t r a i n i n g d e v i c e 
t o d e t e r m i n e i t s a b i l i t y t o i n c r e a s e t h e manual p r o f i c i e n c y 
of r e a d i n g a t i m e s t u d y s t o p w a t c h i n I n i t i a l u n d e r g r a d u a t e 
t r a i n i n g . 
The o b j e c t i v e s o f t h i s d e v i c e a r e : 
1 . To d e v e l o p t h e a b i l i t y o f i n e x p e r i e n c e d 
s t u d e n t s i n r e a d i n g t h e s t o p w a t c h , 
2 . To a t t a i n a u s e f u l p r o f i c i e n c y l e v e l o f 
a b i l i t y i n a p e r i o d s h o r t e r t h a n commonly 
r e q u i r e d , o r an i n c r e a s e d p r o f i c i e n c y i n t h e 
same p e r i o d . 
3 . To r e d u c e t h e number o f m i s s e d r e a d i n g s i n 
t i m e s t u d y o b s e r v a t i o n s . 
4 . To e s t a b l i s h p r i n c i p l e s o f t e c h n i q u e w h i c h 
t h e s t u d e n t c a n r e t a i n . 
5 . To s t i m u l a t e t h e i n d i v i d u a l s t u d e n t ' s 
c o n f i d e n c e I n h i s own a b i l i t y . 
A l l o f t h e s e a r e i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r s i n c l a s s i n s t r u c t i o n i n 
m o t i o n and t i m e s t u d y . However , a l i t t l e e f f o r t h a s b e e n 
made t o s o l v e t h e s e p r o b l e m s by improvement o f t r a i n i n g 
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techniques. 
The above statement should not be construed to mean 
that these are the most important problems In motion and 
time study instruction. They are not. Instruction in the 
increasingly technological procedures is the purpose of the 
course, but It Is necessary and pertinent In such courses 
that training be given In the manual use of the stopwatch. 
This training Is necessary for course project analysis work; 
to achieve successful application of such project analyses 
it Is necessary that enough skill be developed to obtain 
qualified data by the individual student for analysis and 
evaluation. Industry also expects a proficiency great enough 
that only moderate additional practice Is necessary for the 
graduate engineer to participate actively In the productive 
work of setting time standards and accumulating manufacturing 
data. 
Problems of Industrial relations cause the need of 
a reasonably high ratio of "made" readings to readings 
missed during time studies before the establishment of worker 
performance standards. Labor tends to oppose establishment 
of such standards in cases where the original observation 
sheets show a high percentage of missed readings. This 
opposition is caused by the belief that only readings favor­
able to management might be used to establish performance 
standards. Erroneous as this view of professional ethics 
may be, there is some statistical strength to this argument 
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s i n c e m i s s e d r e a d i n g s may r e f l e c t " h i g h t i m e s " n e c e s s a r y t o 
j o b p e r f o r m a n c e on a p e r i o d i c o r random b a s i s . 
A l l o f t h e s e p r o b l e m s c a u s e c o n f l i c t s i n p l a n s o f 
t r a i n i n g . T h e s e c o n f l i c t s a r e o f t e n r e s o l v e d by one o f two 
a p p r o a c h e s : ( 1 ) t o o much s t o p w a t c h t r a i n i n g s o t h a t t h e 
t e c h n i c a l p e r s p e c t i v e o f m o t i o n and t i m e s t u d y i s u n d e r -
e m p h a s i z e d ; ( 2 ) t o o l i t t l e t r a i n i n g , f rom w h i c h may r e s u l t , 
i n c o u r s e p r o j e c t work , i n s u f f i c i e n t p r e p a r a t i o n and u n ­
r e a l i s t i c d a t a . The p r e s e n t I n c r e a s e s I n t h e c o u r s e c o n t e n t 
o f m o t i o n and t i m e s t u d y c l a s s e s p r e c l u d e t h e l e n g t h y u s e 
o f l a b o r a t o r y p e r i o d s d e v o t e d t o s t o p w a t c h p r a c t i c e o n l y ; 
t h e l a b o r a t o r y p e r i o d s h a v e much more v i t a l t r a i n i n g work 
t o be c o v e r e d . H e n c e , i t i s n e c e s s a r y t o d e v e l o p t h e a b i l i t y 
t o r e a d a s t o p w a t c h i n a minimum o f l a b o r a t o r y t i m e . 
T h e r e f o r e , i t s eems t h a t a l t h o u g h s t o p w a t c h t r a i n i n g 
i s n o t c o l l e g e - l e v e l t e c h n i c a l t r a i n i n g , I t I s t h e r e s p o n ­
s i b i l i t y o f s u c h c o u r s e s t o p r e p a r e a d e q u a t e l y t h e i r 
s t u d e n t s I n t h i s s k i l l . E v e n m o r e , t h e s t u d e n t w i l l g a i n no 
r e a l i s t i c a p p r e c i a t i o n o f a p p l i e d c o u r s e m a t e r i a l w i t h o u t 
t h e a c h i e v e m e n t o f a l e v e l o f s k i l l h i g h e n o u g h t h a t he c a n 
g a t h e r d a t a f o r e n g i n e e r i n g u s a g e . The s t u d e n t ' s d a t a n e e d 
t o be r e a l i s t i c I f he i s t o a c h i e v e a sound s e n s e o f 
p r o p o r t i o n . 
E q u a l l y i m p o r t a n t , t h o u g h l e s s t a n g i b l e , i s t h e 
d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e s t u d e n t * s c o n f i d e n c e i n h i s s k i l l and 
a b i l i t y , c o u p l e d w i t h d e v e l o p m e n t o f h i s p e r s p e c t i v e o f t h e 
r e l a t i v e r o l e o f t h e s t o p w a t c h i n m o t i o n and t i m e s t u d y . 
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A substantially large percentage of Industrial engineering 
students lose interest and refuse professional positions in 
work requiring time study. This situation is caused both by 
a false perspective of such work and a lack of confidence 
in their stopwatch-timing ability. This is an unfortunate 
situation for the profession, as its growth is partly de­
pendent on the caliber of men that can be attracted to this 
foundation area, where development to positions of manu­
facturing responsibility can well occur, and where in turn 
can be nurtured the wider adoption of industrial engineering 
practices. These stated attitudes of students range from 
"my data will never be accurate enough" and "I'll never get 
the knack of it for small element jobs" to "I don't want a 
methods engineering job because all one will do Is take 
time studies". These attitudes are believed to be largely 
caused by a lack of confidence. 
It is hoped that better training procedures--not juat 
a larger amount of time—will aid in developing confidence. 
Further, a planned program of training with principles of 
technique behind it could cause enough retention of material 
that later use of the stopwatch will cause him to recall a 
stopwatch-reading technique. Such a program Is better than 
merely giving the student the Idea that the stopwatch 
observer needs long periods of practice. Knowledge of 
principles will develop a more easily recalled skill than 
sporadic practice offers. 
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Additionally, data will be obtained concerning the 
initial performance levels of Inexperienced industrial 
engineering students 1 time studies. 
Origination of the problem.—In the spring of 1 9 5 o , & large 
group was to receive time study training in both snapback 
and continuous methods of observation timing. The size of 
the group prohibited close observation of the individual 
student by the Instructor during the practice sessions. 
During this same period, a senior seminar group needed a 
project. A series of discussions were held In this seminar 
on the subject of training procedures. The possibilities 
of a mock-up or model of a stopwatch were discussed. However, 
the Interpretation of the stopwatch scale is elementary and 
It is felt that little or no advantage would be gained by 
such a device. What was needed was training in reading a 
stopwatch under n o r m a l c o n d i t i o n s , a n d n o t s c a l e r e a d i n g 
under stationary conditions. The discussion was then led 
into types of military training and then aircraft recognition 
techniques were discussed. Comparisons were made to the 
present techniques used in courses in reading skills. 
Prom this discussion, the idea of a stopwatch face 
model with a turnable but non-moving hand behind a spring-
loaded shutter was evolved as analogous to the above train­
ing procedures. Such a device was then developed and used 
to train the large group for one class period two days prior 
to the first time study session. 
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The time study session used the snapback method of 
observation and lasted for one class period. The operation 
times was the assembly of a small part with the time study 
elements ranging from 0 , 0 5 to 0 . 1 0 minute. The subjects 
used standard decimal-minute stopwatches. 
Intuitively, the results were felt to be outstandingly 
good. Intuition was aided by noticing virtually simultaneous 
"clicks" resulting from the snapback recording method and the 
low (approximately ten per cent) percentage of misses to 
total elements performed by the operator assembling the 
small part. 
It was then decided that this procedure would be 
worth investigation on two possibilities. The first was the 
development of better proficiency and/or less training time 
needed for a reasonable level of proficiency. The second 
was the establishment of a definite procedure in the place 
of the common present use of practice alone with technique 
individually developed by trial and error procedures. 
Summary.—Following establishment of a successful training 
procedure, It could be taught, and as such, could be retained 
in principle for use by all students at any later date when 
it became necessary in the engineering routine to gather 
some form of manufacturing performance data. It might be 
well to point out that industrial engineering often calls 
for little time study itself, except when information is 
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needed for some particular project; hence, practice skills 
cannot be maintained. 
An effort should be made to develop improved training 
procedures in order to gain both improved ability and 
reduction of the time required for such training, whereas 
presently too little effort has been made. Time study 
training is necessary for Industry and course project work. 
More critical, though seemingly trivial, is the 
problem of lack of confidence which has often caused the 
rejection of time and methods study work by the prospective 
industrial engineer. 
Analysis of the experiment will determine quantit­
atively the capabilities of the training device to meet 
these objectives. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OP RELATED APPLICATIONS LITERATURE 
Introduction.—Literature investigation of training devices 
in aircraft recognition training and reading improvement 
training indicated that the newly designed device was 
directly parallel In principle to tachistoscopic equipment. 
Tachistoscopic devices are currently used in two major areas: 
(1) experimental psychology research, and (2) educational 
work in improving reading rates and comprehension. 
The tachistoscope is a devicebasically similar to a 
camera shutter. In the case of the tachistoscope, a timed 
exposure of information is portrayed on a screen with con­
trolled illumination Intensity. 
"A tachistoscope is an apparatus which exposes to 
view an object, a group of letters, words, et cetera, 
for a selected brief period of time. . . . " In Its 
most practical form for classroom use, the tachisto­
scope consists of: (1) a means of showing targets to 
an entire class at one time, (2) a timing device for 
exposing the targets, and (3) targets suitable for 
the subject being taught ( l ) 1 . 
xThis number and following numbers In parentheses 
refer to references cited in the Bibliography. 
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Psychological background.—The earliest uses of the tach-
istoscope resulted from the needs of experimental psycho­
logy in evaluations of eye span ability and time needed for 
visual stimulation. Experimental usage of the tachistoscope 
in reading work goes back to 1 8 8 5 with the pioneer work of 
Cattell ( 2 ) . Even earlier applications were made in 
experimental work by Hamilton and Jevons concerning problems 
of the span of attention ( 3 ) . It was not until the 1 9 3 0 f s 
that Rusk suggested that modified equipment could be used 
for group training. Applications of the tachistoscope in 
group training work were not made until as late as 1 9 3 $ 
and 1 9 l j . O when It was first applied to reading and spelling 
training In Pennsylvanlan and Galifornian secondary school 
classrooms ( I j . ) . Experimental psychology has made consider­
able use of the tachistoscope for research concerning the 
visual perception of form, and its factors of figure versus 
ground. This has been coupled with investigations of 
optical physiological effects and problems of afterimages. 
The tachistoscope is important in experimental research, 
because it can control the time of the visual stimulus. 
First developed for the purpose of discovering how 
brief a stimulus could arouse visual sensation, It 
was adapted by Cattell for use in span and reading 
experiments. Here the fundamental requirements is 
to allow only one glance; the eyes must not have 
time to change their fixation point during the 
exposure ( 5 ) . 
For experimental applications, it Is recommended that the 
pre-exposure field to be observed have the same light 
Intensity that the figure to be observed will have when 
1 0 
portrayed. A fixation point for viewing should be established 
prior to flashing the figure; a tachistoscope is sometimes 
called a flashmeter. It is also important that the post­
exposure field light intensity be controlled for problems 
of afterimages caused by a lag in the retina. The time of 
exposure has to be long enough to let the operator make a 
fixation, but he should be limited by the exposure time from 
making two fixations. The controlling time is determined 
by the reaction time needed by the eyes to shift to another 
fixation point. The upper limit Is as high as two hundred 
milliseconds (6). 
Physiological factors.--During reading, the saccadic or 
travel movements of the eyes occupy only a small fraction 
of the total reading time. Improvement in reading speed 
and comprehension is accomplished by increasing the span 
of attention or apprehension so that both less fixations 
are needed and the time per fixation is decreased (7), In 
slow reading the fixation time may be as high as ninety-five 
per cent of the total reading time percentagewise, fast 
readers spend a smaller amount of time on fixations and more 
time on saccadic movements. However, fixation time in normal 
reading includes the time of perception and recognition and 
is necessarily increased by the time for integration of 
sensory effects by the brain to comprehend the meaning. 
In reading, the first fixation is usually the longest, 
1 1 
as peripheral vision causes some preliminary examination of 
subsequent material. This Is important since reading a time 
study stopwatch requires isolated single fixations interrupted 
by observation of the job. Further, the eyes are operating 
under the environmental condition of looking at a moving dial 
hand. Distinct vision and evaluation of an object by the 
eyes is only possible when the retina views the object in a 
stationary position. If the eye Is to observe a moving object, 
it must use a pursuit motion to follow the object at its pace 
in order to make it stationary by relative motion. At the 
best, only a blurred vision results from saccadic movements. 
A relatively fixed motion or fixed object is necessary for 
clear vision fixations (8). 
Distinct, sharply identified vision is a physiologi­
cal function of the fovea, that part of the retina con­
sisting of photosensitive cone cells. They are located at 
T H E C E N T E R of the R E T I N A A N D C O M P R I S E O N L Y a T W O D E G R E E ARC 
of the retinal surface area. The inherent, subconscious 
reflex action of humans under normal lighting conditions is 
the exclusive use of this area by moving the eyes so that 
the Image falls on the fovea. This type of eye fixation 
Is called photoplc vision, and Is of relative physiologi­
cal importance since the normal sized stopwatch dial figures 
require distinct vision fixation for accurate Interpretation. 
Broadening the perceptual scope of vision requires training 
In using the rod cells in combination with cone cells, mesopic 
vision (9). 
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Introduction to training applications.--The first tach­
istoscopic training program was a result of a wartime 
emergency; pilots were shooting at their own side's planes. 
Because of the speed of air travel, the airman had his time 
available for recognition sharply reduced; hence, identifi­
cation was often erroneous. For example, sixty of the 
ninety-two planes lost at Dieppe were shot down by their own 
anti-aircraft guns; Italian planes even sunk their own 
cruisers. Before this tachistoscopic training, the standard 
practice of recognition was factor-by-factor identification. 
For example, a plane would be Identified step-by-step as to 
Its characteristics of wing outline, fuselage, tail structure, 
and engines. This was called the "WEFT11 system. Similar 
training was used in other military identification problems. 
From the prior discussion, it is evident that a considerable 
number of fixations and brain integrations were necessary 
to ascertain whether the visual contact was with friend or 
foe. However, the relative speeds of military equipment in 
World War II did not allow the amount of time required for 
positive identification. 
The first training program using tachistoscopic 
principles was initiated and sponsored by the Navy Bureau 
of Medicine and Surgery in 19^2. The program was developed 
and initially led by Dr. Samuel Renshaw, Department of 
Psychology, College of Education, Ohio State University. 
The first military trainees showed improvements from original 
1 3 
levels of twenty per cent accuracy to after-training levels 
of ninety-eight per cent accuracy In one-quarter of the 
prior recognition time of one twenty-fifth of a second. This 
training ultimately spread to the American armed services, 
as well as those of the British Commonwealth. As many as 
28^,000 pre-flight cadets were so trained. The field results 
proved the worth of this training which Renshaw had modified 
from individual to group training (10). The military train­
ing program had three fundamental objectives: "(1) to improve 
general vision effectiveness, (2) to train the observer to 
accurately estimate the number of objects In the field of 
vision, ( 3 ) to train the observer to Instantly recognize air­
craft, surface vessels, and armored land vehicles" (11). 
Since the war impetus, this training has widely 
spread to school and special training programs. Most reading 
skill courses have made use of tachistoscopie equipment and 
procedures, such as those of Pittsburgh University. The 
tachistoscope is often used in conjunction with other 
equipment in these programs. For example, in the training 
of fifty-six engineers at Battelle Institute results were 
reported of an increase to 3 1 3 words per minute versus the 
old average reading speed of 262. Moreover, the comprehension 
increased from fifty-two to eighty-five per cent. These 
training programs have shown similar gains at other types of 
activity. Widespread grammar school programs have also repor­
ted outstanding gains in reading speed and comprehension from 
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using tachistoscopic training. Highly successful applica­
tions, as compared to old performance levels, have been made 
in many varied fields. Some of these additional applications 
are: training of handicapped students; music training at 
Stephens College; secondary school spelling and arithmetic; 
foreign languages; adult programs for special purposes, such 
as executive and bookkeeper training; and even micro-organism 
recognition training In medical schools (12). 
Operative effects of tachistoscopic training.—The prime 
objective of tachistoscopic training is to enlarge the 
individual's field of perception at a greater speed. This 
goal is analogous to the objective of Gestaltian psychology — 
looking at the whole and not at its parts, Tachistoscopic 
training develops the ability to see the whole form as a 
unit rather than to synthetically integrate the form's 
details. Essentially, the normal eye lens is trained to be­
come a wide-angle lens with a greater speed of recognition 
by forcing concentration. The short duration of the flashed 
tachistoscopic image accomplishes this because the eye does 
not have enough time to maice more than one fixation to see 
the whole picture, and, hence, the eyes must learn to broaden 
their perceptual scope to perception of the whole form. The 
duration of the flashed picture also requires speeded 
concentration of vision for the fraction of a second exposure 
or no picture will be seen. One individual, after training, 
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had his perceptual scope area expanded three hundred per cent. 
Grasping the whole of the subject under view as a 
unit is of primary Importance in this training. Children 
have this condition as a normal state, but schooling causes 
the adult from his first days of learning to read individual 
letters. He sees disjunctively and minutely. It is the 
original ability that tachistoscopie training tries to re­
gain. Some tests In experimental psychology have shown that 
this ability of grasping the whole Is natural In children. 
A four year old daughter of a digit-reading champion exceeded 
his ability in perceptual speed of recognizing pictures ( 1 3 ) . 
Renshaw has experimented with exposure times of 
several milllonths of a second with controlled illumination 
of the viewing field. However, a psychology report on 
aviation evaluated on a limited test basis the results to be 
obtained from reducing the exposure time. This test con­
cluded that no differences in recognition proficiency were 
realized from groups trained separately at one second, one-
tenth of a second, and one-fiftieth of a second exposure 
times (Iii.). 
Renshaw reported the findings of a laboratory control­
led and tested group in which the subjects reading scientific 
text material increased from lj.68 words per minute to 775 
words per minute on new scientific text material. He also 
gives evidence that 0 . 0 0 0 5 second for seven digits is the 
minimum exposure time for immediate and perfect oral 
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reproduction. 
Concerning the role of digit training, this paper 
states: 
. . . it will be shown that once skill is developed 
in the formal process great Improvements may be seen 
in other functions of different content. After even 
relatively limited digit skill is attained, for 
example, the Indices of comprehension and speed In 
silent reading will show marked gains. And we will 
see that from digit training alone, given on the 
horizontal retinal meridians, the visual form fields 
of the eyes are significantly expanded In both the 
horizontal and vertical axes ( 1 5 ) • 
General tachistoscopic training procedure recommendations.— 
Since the tachistoscope training aids the person in re­
educating himself in the art of seeing, little difficulty. 
If any, arises in transferring the training to everyday 
circumstances. 
The length of the training periods varies for children 
and adults. Renshaw utilized a thirty-six hour week for 
four weeks in the specialized program of aircraft recognition 
training (16). In only thirty three-quarter hour evening 
sessions, the Battelle Institute program was completed. 
Each session comprised about twenty-five exposures. However, 
Renshaw felt that double this time would have developed more 
satisfactory results ( 1 7 ) . He further recommended reviewing 
completed steps of training, and he emphasized digit train­
ing as an integral stage of development ( 1 8 ) . Barnette 
recommended no less than thirty sessions, with fifty to 
sixty as more desirable for retention. The sessions should 
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be of approximately sixty minutes each with three to five 
sessions held each week (19). 
For tachistoscopie training of high school and adult 
levels, Barnette proposed these training stages (20): 
1. Line and form drawings: learning to see. 
2. Digits and spaced digits: widening of span and 
accuracy gain. 
3 . Words: word recognition. 
4 . Phrases: unitary perception of thought units. 
5 . Phrased sentences: rhythmic and left-to-right 
fixationing. 
6 . Sentences in one line: sentence seeing. 
7 . Paragraphs: developing phrase reading. 
The initial targets in each stage should be portrayed at 
speeds as slow as one-tenth of a second, and progress In 
steps of one twenty-fifth, one-fiftieth to one one-hundredth 
of a second exposure time. A presentation sequence for the 
instructor to follow is to (21): 
1. Have the trainees observe the target area to 
place their attention at the fixation point of 
the target to be presented, 
2. Alert the trainees for target presentation. 
3 . Notify the trainees of the type of target, such 
as a word or a group of digits. 
4 . Flash the target picture to be observed. 
5 . Have the trainees pause, still looking at the 
target area for afterimage effects. 
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6. Have the trainees respond by oral or written 
answers. 
Active response and participation are desirable for 
any stage of training. Passive observation has had poorer 
results than when each trainee has had to record his obser­
vations and compare them to the correct answers. Barnette 
recommended that the pre-exposure, exposure, and post-exposure 
illuminated fields be substantially equal In Intensity in 
order that no persistent afterimages will exist. This 
condition is most easily met when the contrast between 
environment and target fields Is negligible. The physio­
logical purpose is to avoid cases of retinal shock ( 2 2 ) . 
Further, it seems that normal conditions surrounding 
training would have a better opportunity to be usefully 
transferred to the individual's normal environment following 
training. 
Existing practices in time study training.—The great 
majority of academic or industrial time study training 
methods are essentially "learn by doing." Yet one finds 
examples such as that of the time study man with a number of 
years 1 experience whose untrained reaction was so slow that 
he could not record elements less than four-hundredths of 
a minute ( 2 3 ) . A comparison can be made here between this 
reaction time and the fraction of this time required by 
a tachlstoscopically trained person. The current practice 
Is simply to tell the trainee how to read the stopwatch 
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scale and how to place the observed values on an observation 
sheet. Application practice is staged by having the first 
timing jobs with fairly long elements. Progression is then 
gradually made to shorter element times, approaching four-
hundredths of a minute or less for some of the elements. 
Some texts do discuss the advantages of having trainees 
simultaneously time the same job, and then compare and 
analyze their readings. However, examination of this method 
shows that there is no plan or principles of instruction 
other than that of "sink or swim". Other than giving them 
more practice, little assistance is given to those observers 
having difficulty; further, the trainee has learned no 
thought pattern for retention. 
The results of such training are that a poorly skilled 
observer spends too much time timing the job and not enough 
time observing the job conditions, which is his real task. 
Even the qualified time study observer may be badly pro­
portioning his time study work. In this case, training by 
practice offers little to the industrial engineer doing only 
sporadic timing work. 
Some investigation and development of training methods 
have been conducted at New York University. The device 
used there consists of an endless tape driven by a fixed 
drive; white, numbered spots on the tape at measured 
intervals pass a fixed pointer. The trainee records the 
time of spot and pointer intersection, which is later 
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checked against the time scale. Another training method 
which has been developed is the flash test; it also compares 
the trainees 1 observations with known times. In this method 
an instructor follows a pre-arranged observation sheet with 
a stopwatch, and presses a neon glow lamp switch when the 
endpoint time occurs (2if) . 
However, it is evident that neither of these two 
methods develops the span of perception gained by use of a 
tachistoscope. On the contrary, both methods tend to create 
an artificial atmosphere for the trainee and cause him to 
focus his vision extremely narrowly. The majority of other 
texts discuss only the mechanical factors of scale reading 
and observation sheet recording. 
Summary.—General tachistoscopic training is broadly appli­
cable to all types of eye use. However, it has not been 
applied to training persons who are concerned with reading 
a time study stopwatch. Winger summarizes the general 
advantages of a full program of tachistoscopic training by 
stating that this training will: 
1. Develop unitary seeing through practice in 
perceiving an object as a whole without re­
ference to Its parts, 
2. Develop increased power of peripheral 
Interpretation and result in an increased 
visual span or increased span of recognition. 
3. Develop a particular skill in the formal 
processes which will provide an improvement 
In functions of different content. 
4 . Develop the ability of the trained perceiver 
to see more accurately In shorter exposures than 
In longer ones. 
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5 . Develop increased speed of reading and increased 
comprehension. 
6 . Develop Increased form fields, both vertical 
and horizontal. 
7. Develop one 1s visual acuity to such an extent 
that myopia will be reduced as far-point 
training progresses. 
8. Develop the ability to reduce the prevalence 
of letter reversal habits In reading and 
reproducing what is read, 
9. Develop increased ability to concentrate 
through the necessity to look actively in order 
to see what Is exposed. 
1 0 . Develop increased interest on the part of the 
observer in whatever task Is at hand and allow 
for personal expression of certain talents. 
1 1 . Develop increased grouping skill and promote 
greater coherence and unity in the visual 
perception of forms. 
1 2 . Develop the ability to convert visual reactions 
into kinesthetic reactions. 
1 3 . Develop relaxed motor responses through 
elimination of the unnecessary attention to 
techniques. 
llj.. Develop a better organized and more flexible type 
of thinking ( 2 5 ) • 
The evaluation and review of existing training pro­
cedures show that very little effort has been made in the 
methods of training in reading a time study stopwatch. Yet 
the problem as described in the Introduction is far from 
insignificant. The attempt of this experiment is to utilize 
tachistoscopic training advantages such as described to 
give solution to these problems. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Assumptions and parameters.—The survey of tachistoscopie 
training literature indicated that it would be of practical 
value for time study training. When using the continuous 
method, the major difficulty occurring in stopwatch reading 
results from the continuously moving dial hand. It was 
considered that the speed of recognition to be obtained 
from tachistoscopie training would resolve this problem. 
The other benefits of this type of training also would be 
advantageous. 
The determination of the length of the training pro­
gram was an important decision in this experiment. External 
considerations determined this length. Regardless of the 
merit of the full program, an application of tachistoscopie 
training would have to be made within the customarily 
available course and laboratory time for practical usage. 
General instructional conditions allow three to six hours 
of laboratory utilization for stopwatch instruction and 
practice. Usually the first three hours have no other function, 
while the second three-hour laboratory period may be used to 
gather data for initial analysis work by the individual 
students. It was also desirable to consider the possibilities 
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of reducing the present time necessary for such training. 
Based on these opinions of the time parameters involved, 
the total length of training time chosen was the equivalent 
of a single three-hour laboratory period. The experiment 
is limited by this assumption. Since the Initial topics of 
training in an organized tachistoscopie program include 
digit training, It was assumed that the desired results could 
at least be partially achieved in the limited time program 
of three hours. Realization that the stopwatch scale re­
quires only the perception of one number plus a ten part 
scale estimation, or the equivalence of two numbers, aided 
in the determination of this assumption. Detailed esti­
mation of the instructional facts necessary for initial use 
of the stopwatch and observation sheet was made. 
The outline of this proposed training period consisted 
of three stages: (1) technical instruction, ( 2 ) training, and 
( 3 ) the experiment data-taking session of actual practice. 
Coordinated available time, expense, and the difficulties 
ensuing from the use of groups of subjects are the causes 
that limited the number of training procedures to be tested. 
Two groups finally were established. They were the tachis-
toscoplcally trained and classically trained groups. The 
classical group was trained by current training practices and 
performed the function of a control group. 
However, a pertinent requirement of the subjects to 
be trained is a lack of any prior experience: this experiment 
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is concerned with the training methods for Initial Indoctri­
nation of stopwatch time study. Hence, training by either 
of the above methods invalidates that subject from further 
training or testing. This was simply resolved by keeping 
separate the respective training method groups. 
The training device was assumed to be of the same 
training value and principle as a tachistoscope. The device 
used was an Improved operation design similar to the original 
one. This design was chosen in preference to films or some 
other means, such as specially prepared slides to be used in 
an actual tachistoscope, because It is simple and easy to 
construct. The face behind the two shutters is a model of 
a stopwatch face; this design was considered logical for 
training for this special purpose. There was no timing 
exposure control; the operator opened the shutters which 
were closed by springs. 
The continuous method of time study observation was 
chosen as representing the better industrial practice. The 
experiment design made no attempt to measure differences 
between the snapback and continuous methods of recording. 
All values recorded were raw or observed times; there was no 
rating. 
Detailed establishment of the various instructional 
facts necessary were outlined. The Instructional problem 
was the choice of the lecture material concerning the manual 
usage of the stopwatch. It was decided to emphasize heavily 
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such instruction for all trainees regardless of the training 
method used. This decision was made on the assumption that 
the training device alone would be evaluated and not coupled 
with guidance on how to read the stopwatch. This lecture 
was given simultaneously to both method groups. This was 
a major factor in the experimental procedure, as training 
plans are often qualified by the statement, "with proper 
guidance, the device will work," 
Finally, following standard psychological testing 
procedures, the two groups were originally balanced In as 
nearly equal populations as possible ( 2 6 ) . For the third 
stage, which had to be spread over a number of days, the 
subjects were evenly chosen at random from both training 
groups to eliminate any effects attributable to the 
assembly worker's variations in job performance. 
Based on these assumptions, the parameters, stages, 
and p r a c t i c e s c h o s e n w e r e expected to reflect a realistic 
evaluation of normal instructional environment for appli­
cation. 
Procedure design.—The first stage of the proposed training 
period required one hour for instruction In the techniques 
necessary for taking time studies. All subjects received 
this training at the same time, regardless of the method 
they were to be trained in during the second stage. No 
subjects were told the type of training they were to receive 
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until the end of the first stage, No titles were given to 
the types of training; subjects were given their assignments 
as "A" or »B»• 
The second stage consisted of the training stage for 
the separately grouped subjects. All subjects were requested 
not to discuss the training they received until after the 
whole experiment was completed, and then they were told the 
reason for this request. As far as is known, full cooperation 
was received in this factor. At separate times the training 
was given for each of the two groups. The subjects received 
either tachistoscopic or classical training. One hour was 
devoted to this stage. 
The third stage lasted for several days with the 
subjects randomly and evenly chosen from both training groups. 
It was at this stage that the experimental data were taken. 
The mixed group took time studies of a previously unused 
part assembly of a more difficult nature than had been used 
for stage two. Coupled with their timing of the assembly 
job, micromotion pictures were taken to act as a measurement 
base or datum plane. The micromotion time data were used as 
the base to measure the bias of the individual subject within 
a training group. The measurement base was operative during 
all assembling of parts by the operator; however, a foreign 
element was required for the film-changeover period. Not 
quite one hour was needed for this stage. 
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Subjects.—In the late spring of 1 9 5 7 > a letter was cir­
culated requesting volunteer subjects for this experiment 
(see Appendix One). The eligible population of industrial 
engineering undergraduates was small, so that any background 
was acceptable. One evening before the first stage, a meeting 
to fill out personal data sheets was held (see Appendix One). 
The only information offered by way of explanation was a 
verbal repetition of the letter of request. Emphasis was 
placed on volunteer service since three hours of participation 
were required; the work also was somewhat tedious in nature 
from the subject's viewpoint. Moreover, the seriousness of 
purpose would have to be reasonably equal to that of a course 
student (at his first laboratory period). 
Provisions were made to handle thirty-six subjects. 
Personal data sheets were received from forty-two volunteers. 
At random thirty-six volunteers were chosen from the engi­
neering student volunteers. Ultimately, because of drop-outs 
and missed attendance, twenty-six subjects completed all of 
the three one-hour training stages. Some of the responsi­
bility for the loss can be attributed to the unfamlliarity 
of the experimenter in what could be expected from a large 
group of volunteers; part of the loss was attributable to 
the responsibility level of freshmen. Subjects with any 
prior experience, of course, were ineligible, which caused 
the reservoir of volunteers to be composed largely of lower 
classmen. 
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The majority of volunteers were industrial engineering 
students. No affecting handicapped volunteers were used. 
On the basis of the personal data sheet information, 
the subjects were categorized on the bases of age, academic 
average, sports participation, and degree background (see 
Appendix One). The sub-categories were: 
1. Age: twenty-one years old, over twenty-one. 
2. Academic average: less than 2.0 (2.0 equals 
"C" grade), 2.0 to less than 2.if, and 2,l\. 
and up. 
3. Sports participation: active, moderate, 
occasional, or random. Subject determined 
his category on the basis of the definition 
given. 
1+. Degree background: industrial engineering, 
other engineering. 
On the basis of this information, equality was made between 
the two groups to receive training. To eliminate bias, 
random assignment of the subjects to a training group was 
made. The procedure used was to break each category into 
its sub-category and randomly assign a personal data sheet 
to a pile of one of the two training groups. This was 
accomplished by sorting each category in the above order 
in turn. 
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Equipment.--The prime piece of equipment was the device to 
be evaluated—a modified mock-up of a stopwatch (see Figures 
1 to 3 ) . This device is a reproduction of a stopwatch face 
with a turnable but non-moving dial hand. The stopwatch face 
Is covered by two horizontally opening doors or shutters. 
The shutters are manually opened against spring opposition; 
one control handle operates both shutters. When the control 
handle is released, the shutters snap shut. Sponge rubber 
padding virtually eliminates any noise factor. Its basic 
materials are wood, bristol board, light ropes, pulleys, and 
a spring. The mock-up face Is proportionately in scale at 
fourteen feet to the approximate location of a time study 
board when held in its recommended position. The device 
was used solely for the tachistoscopic group training 
during the second stage. 
Standard decimal-minute stopwatches and time study 
b o a r d s w e r e u s e d ; left hand boards were available. Printed 
observation sheets were furnished to the subjects. The 
micromotion equipment consisted of a microchronoraeter, six­
teen millimeter camera, projector, floodlights, exposure meter, 
and camera tripod. The time studies were made at a work­
place layout with fixed plywood work bins (see Appendix 
Three) . 
The last two stages were conducted In an enclosed 
laboratory, moderately ventilated, with adequate lighting 
by overhead fluorescent lights. 
F i g u r e 1 . Front View of T a c h i s t o s c o p i e Tra in ing Dev ice w i t h 
S h u t t e r s Open for Viewing . 
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Figure 2 . Front View o f T a c h i s t o s c o p i e T r a i n i n g Dev ice w i t h 
S h u t t e r s C l o s e d . 
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F i g u r e 3. R e a r V i e w o f T a c h i s t o s c o p i c T r a i n i n g D e v i c e S h o w i n g 
S h u t t e r O p e r a t i n g H a n d l e a t L o w e r R i g h t i n C l o s e d 
S h u t t e r P o s i t i o n . 
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Schedule.—Following the first mass meeting with both training 
groups, the subjects were told that the experiment would 
comprise three one-hour meetings. At this meeting the 
personal data sheets were filled out, and the subjects were 
requested to come the next evening if they were willing to 
volunteer. Following the first stage of the experiment, 
individual assignments were made for the remaining two 
stages. Availability of equipment and scheduling convenient 
to the group necessitated more than one day per stage. 
Generally, all meetings were held in the early evening. The 
resultant schedule is as follows: 
Monday: Completion of personal data sheets and 
request for volunteers. 
Tuesday: Stage one mass lecture for both training 
groups. 
Wednesday: Stage two for classical training 
group. 
Thursday: a. Stage two for tachistoscopie 
training group (during the day). 
b. Stage two for classical training 
group (during day). 
c Stage two for tachistoscopie 
training group. 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday: No meetings held 
Monday: Stage three for both training groups. 
Subjects were evenly divided from both 
training groups. 
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Tuesday: Stage three similar to Monday. 
Wednesday: Stage three similar to Monday. 
Stage one details.—It was decided that it was necessary to 
receive the serious cooperation of the subjects, if normal 
conditions of classroom-atmosphere data were to be received. 
A lack of Interest would result In ridiculous time study 
data. For this reason, an attempt was made to motivate the 
subjects to gain their full participation, which is recom­
mended psychological testing practice ( 2 7 ). Besides re­
ceiving the necessary technical Information, the subjects 
needed to grasp the relative perspective of their task, as 
their attitude would affect to a significant extent their 
performance. To meet this problem, heavy emphasis was placed 
on indoctrination in the role that time study plays in the 
industrial engineering perspective. This was also felt 
desirable on its own merits. 
The lecture nature of stage one requires an instructor. 
Because an instructor effect can cause considerable bias of 
results, stage one was presented to all subjects of both 
training methods at the same time. Therefore, all subjects 
received training under the same specific conditions; any 
human bias In emphasis would be equally distributed in both 
training groups. The subjects were told that the objective 
of this program was the evaluation of some training procedures. 
Lecture notes were prepared for stage one training. 
Several stopwatches on time study boards were circulated 
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among the subjects during the lecture. The first part of 
stage one was concerned with developing subjects* motivation 
and their perspective in the use of the stopwatch. The out­
line of this information is given In Appendix Two. 
At the beginning of the period, the subjects were 
requested to pretend that stage one was a lecture. They 
were requested to take notes (or pretend to) and act as if 
this lecture was given In a course for which they were re­
ceiving credit. Excellent cooperation was received; the sub­
jects' attitude was as satisfactory as that of a regular class 
session. The remainder of stage one was concerned with the 
technical information necessary for the experiment to be 
conducted. This also included, as planned, stopwatch 
operative suggestions and hints. The topics covered appear 
in Appendix Two, 
The subjects proved cooperative and seemed to show 
good reception of the material presented. 
Stage two t classical training.—Each subject obtained a time 
study board with stopwatch attached and observation sheets. 
A brief summary of the use of the observation sheet and of 
the recording of endpoints, as well as more explanation on 
how to record foreign elements, was given. 
The remainder of the period was spent in actual time 
study. The elemental descriptions with underlined endpoints 
were presented on a blackboard and copied by the subjects 
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on their own observation sheets. Practice was obtained from 
timing three operations; the operations were progressively 
more difficult. The operations timed were: 
1. West Virginia University beats Pitt^ This 
was written repetitively for approximately 
twenty times and Included timing of simple 
foreign elements. Endpoints were initially 
overexaggerated. The elemental times ranged 
from 0 . 3 0 to O.^O minute. 
2. a. Grasp paper, fold across width, move to 
stapler, hit stapler. 
b. Take stapled paper and walk to packing box, 
place In box, walk back to workplace, sit, 
start to grasp next sheet. 
Again endpoints were initially exaggerated. 
The operation was performed at a worktable 
with a fixed workbin layout. Approximately 
twenty cycles were timed. The "a" elemental 
time averaged 0.09 minute; "b" element 
averaged 0,18 minute. A foreign element was 
included. 
3 . a. Pick up u-bolt and clamp, move together 
and assemble, get first nut, screw on nut, 
release nut. 
b. Get second nut, screw on nut, move 
assembly to disposal box, drop release. 
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The operation was performed at the same 
workplace layout; element endpoints were 
Initially exaggerated. Approximately 
fifteen cycles were recorded. This job 
was more difficult, with the "a" element 
time averaging 0 . 1 0 minute and the "b , r 
element time averaging 0 . 0 7 minute. 
This was the end of the training stage for the classical 
group. Fair results and good cooperation were gained. The 
subjects identified their observation sheets only by name. 
During the whole period the subjects were reminded to relax 
and get the job rhythm, to keep the watch and work in a 
straight line, and to "grab" or "snap" the endpoint reading. 
Stage two, tachistoscopie training.—Each subject obtained 
a time study board with stopwatch attached and observation 
sheets. A brief summary of the use of the observation sheet 
and of the recording of endpoints, as well as more explanation 
on how to record foreign elements, was given. During the 
whole period, regardless of whether they were observing the 
device or an actual job, the subjects were reminded to 
relax and get the job rhythm, to keep the watch and work 
in a straight line, and to grab or snap the endpoint time. 
The basic procedure recommended by Barnette was used to 
take the tachistoscopie readings. The subjects were in­
structed by these words: ( 1 ) ready, ( 2 ) now (reading was 
then flashed), ( 3 ) pause and keep looking at the device, 
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now record your reading. Normal room lighting was 
maintained during this period. The device was placed just 
above head height under a fluorescent room light. Illumi­
nation was aided by one distant floodlight. The subjects 
recorded four elements of a mythical job on their observation 
sheets; foreign elements were included. The endpoint times 
were taken from a pre-arranged observation sheet. 
The first exposure times were long to enable the 
students to become familiar with recording the values. The 
exposure time was then decreased to as fast as the device 
could be operated. After each one or two observations, the 
actual readings were read to the subjects. Approximately 
thirty-five cycles of four elements were observed. After 
the initial exposures, the exposure time averaged nineteen 
winks (wink equals 0 . 0 0 0 5 minute) or 0 . 5 7 second—approxi­
mately six-tenths of a second. The peak exposure time was 
thirteen winks or 0 . 3 9 second. 
The psychological principle of transfer was in­
corporated in the outline of stage two tachistoscopic 
training. 
Transfer occurs when training in one task affects 
performance in another. In the development of 
complex skills, it is very important that the 
training be so arranged and taught that the 
acquisition of one skill does not detract from 
the acquisition of another, but rather that it 
facilitates the learning process as a whole ( 2 8 ) . 
Further, there was a several day schedule delay before 
application of training to the task for which it was given. 
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For these reasons the principle of transfer was adopted by 
devoting the remainder of stage two tachistoscopie training 
to actual time study. 
The operation studied was identical to number three 
operation as described in "Stage Two, Classical Training." 
Approximately sixteen cycles were recorded. Foreign elements 
were included. 
The subjects gave good cooperation and showed good 
humor when observing the training device times. The subjects 
identified their observation sheets only by name. 
Stage three.—This was the ultimate stage where the data for 
experimental analysis were gathered. The results of the 
respective training methods were measured in this stage. 
This stage required no Instruction; the subjects were requested 
to recall the methods of recording endpoint times and 
foreign elements. 
After obtaining their equipment, the subjects copied 
the elemental descriptions to be used from the board. The 
operation to be timed was more difficult than they had 
previously been accustomed to by the training given. The 
operation was the assembly of a three-quarter inch globe 
valve (see Figure 9 ) . It consisted of five elements with 
average elemental times ranging from approximately 0 . 0 3 to 
0 . 1 6 minute. 
The assembly of the job took place at the workplace 
layout previously described (see Appendix Three). Several 
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practice trials were held to acquaint the subjects with the 
endpoints and sequence of assembly; clear understanding by 
the whole group of the endpoints was emphasized, since the 
analysis would measure the subject's bias based on the de­
fined endpoints. It was explained that the necessity of 
film-changeovers would cause foreign elements, and that 
ample warning would be given. 
The micromotion studies were taken at the standard 
speed of sixteen frames per second (see Appendix Three). Any 
greater speed would cause too wide an interpolation gap bet­
ween microchronometer wink readings. With a one hundred feet 
film capacity, a slower speed would interrupt the operation 
too frequently for changeovers of the film cartridge. 
Measurement of the camera speed was not an important factor 
since a microchronometer was located at the workplace layout. 
The operator of the camera acted as the scheduler. 
The camera was started before the start of the operation, 
and then a signal was given to start assembling. When the 
camera gauge approached ninety feet, another signal was given. 
Upon this signal the assembly operator completed the current 
assembly and stopped the operation, after warning the subjects. 
The subjects would then record the time as a mythical foreign 
element such as "talk to foreman." During this time the 
parts were disassembled, and another film cartridge of one 
hundred feet was inserted. 
This same procedure was followed until three hundred 
feet of film had been taken. Each one hundred feet of film 
allowed enough time to complete twelve to fourteen assembly 
cycles. This same method was followed for all three days 
scheduled for stage three. The subjects were occasionally 
reminded to relax, get the rhythm, keep board and job in a 
straight line, and grab or snap the reading. 
The first six to eight cycles observed by the subjects 
were assembled with exaggerated endpoints. This same ex­
aggeration was made for the first cycle after each foreign 
element. All observation sheets were identified only by 
name and date; the students did not post their readings. 
Good cooperation was received. This stage was completed at 
the end of the third film cartridge. 
Procedure summary.—It was considered feasible that a 
limited tachistoscopic training was practicable, since the 
training was for a simple special purpose, and that the 
purpose was an initial stage of generalized tachistoscopic 
training. This consideration was determined by the limited 
time available for time study training in normal course 
outlines. The total training time allotted was three hours; 
the last hour was used to evaluate the results of classical 
versus the modified tachistoscopic training. 
The device designed was assumed to have the same 
operational principles as a commercially available tachis­
toscope. Recommended sequence steps of operation for 
general usage were followed in the operation of the proposed 
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device used for special purpose training. The device is a 
mock-up of a standard decimal-minute stopwatch. 
All eligible subjects had no prior time study or 
related experience. Throughout the experiment, all choices 
or decisions concerning the arrangements of subjects were 
made at random. The subjects were volunteer engineering 
students. 
Information on how to read the stopwatch in a practi­
cal manner was presented solely for the purpose of 
evaluating the capabilities of the training device. The 
experiment measurement control used was micromotion filming 
of the same operation being timed by the subjects. All 
values recorded were observed or raw times. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT 
Introduction.—A factorial design of a mixed model nature 
with one classification nested was used in this experimental 
Investigation. Nesting was required since the subjects were 
not eligible for training in both methods; the subjects had 
to be initially inexperienced. The main effects considered 
in this study were subjects (nested In methods), training 
methods, and the time study elements. 
Classification of these variable as fixed or random 
effects had to be determined. Fixed variables,called Model I 
variables, are those "whose parameters Involved are means 
and the Issues of interest are concerned . . . with the 
differences between pairs of them" ( 2 9 ) . Random variables, 
called Model II variables, are those "whose parameters 
involved are variances and their absolute and relative 
magnitudes are of primary Importance" ( 2 9 ) . Therefore, it 
was determined that, since subjects were chosen at random 
from their population, subjects were a random effect. Methods 
and elements are appropriately treated as fixed variables, 
and, hence, are each fixed effects. The classification of 
the variables (see Table 1) permitted inferences about the 
whole population of subjects, but only the differences between 
kk 
Table 1. Classification of Variables 
Source of Abbre- Sub- Number of 
Variance viation script Symbol Levels Model 
Methods M j Mj 2 I 
Elements E k E k 5 I 
Subjects S 1 si(j) 1 ^ 1 1 
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the methods and between the elements studied. A first order 
interaction was interpreted as: 
The Interactions . . . represent differential effects 
of one of the factors caused by different levels of 
the other (or others). In deciding about the inter­
actions among a given set of factors, the interaction 
is treated as Model I if all the factors involved in 
the interaction are Model I; otherwise, it is treated 
as Model II ( 3 0 ) . 
The mathematical model to describe this experiment 
is: 
The analysis of variance mean squares and the values of the 
expected mean squares are outlined In Appendix Pour. 
Measures of objectives.—The prime objective of this 
experiment was the determination of the relative values of 
the tachistoscopic and classical training methods. It 
became necessary to determine the measures to evaluate the 
two methods. Time study practice has two conditions which 
are prerequisites of good results. It is desirable that 
the observer has good accuracy. It also is desirable that 
the standard deviation, or precision, of his readings be 
small. This second condition Is of considerable importance 
because a relatively small sample of times is taken to 
estimate the time required for an element of an operation. 
Hence, an observer may get accurate results on a long run 
average, but with a small sample his mean value may be 
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distorted by readings with a preponderance of deviations in 
one direction. The observer lacks consistency of results 
when his standard deviation is great. 
The solution to this problem was resolved by estab­
lishing that both the accuracy, measured by the arithmetic 
mean, and the precision, measured by the standard deviation, 
would be separately investigated. Micromotion techniques 
permitted precise measurement of the elemental times within 
one two-thousandth of a minute. 
Prom the micromotion measurement the difference of 
subject values from the true values could be readily deter­
mined. This results from the fact that the value recorded 
by the subject is composed of subject bias plus actual 
elemental time. The bias, or difference, of the observed 
time and the true value can be expressed: 
Bias = X recorded - X micromotion 
subject total control 
The measure of precision chosen was the variance 
(variance equals standard deviation squared). The evaluation 
of the training methods requires that only the subject pre­
cision be evaluated. Reference to a common fundamental of 
statistics will permit this calculation. The sum of the 
variances of the parts equals the variance of the total, 
provided that the parts are statistically independent. The 
total value recorded by the subject is composed of the sub­
ject's timing variation plus the timed variation inherent In 
hi 
the operation. The operation has its own deviations resulting 
from the operator and materials. The micromotion variance 
is composed only of the operation variance within its accuracy 
limits of measuring. The fundamental expression is ( 3 1 ) : 
& ^total a ° 2 p a r t x + 6 2 p a r t 2 
The recorded time study value by the subject is the total 
variation composed of timing and timed variations. The 
calculation Is resolved by rearrangement of the above ex­
pression to: 
subject total operation 
The variances attributable to the total and to the operation 
can be found from the existing experimental data by reference 
to the calculation expression of ( 3 2 ) : 
Var 
where: n * number of readings 
x^ * value of individual reading 
Precision attributable to the subject is easily found by 
subtracting the micromotion variance of the sample from the 
sample variance of the times recorded by the subject in 
stage three operation. 
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The preceding procedures for finding accuracy and 
precision measures are applicable only if the subject missed 
no time study readings. Otherwise, the measures do not re­
flect the same populations. Another objective is to consider 
the percentage of misses occurring In each method of training. 
To measure the same populations, it is necessary that the 
micromotion calculations be compiled from those element 
observations exactly coinciding with the subject observations. 
This requirement was accomplished by chronologically matching 
the individual subject's elemental time recordings with the 
parallel micromotion recordings and omitting those micro­
motion values without any corresponding subject value. This 
was done for each element of each subject. 
Data reduction.—The original data tables for the analysis 
of variance were coded to ease the calculation burden based 
on the recommendations of Davies ( 3 3 ) . Appendix Four contains 
the original data tables and conversion expressions. 
One cell of precision data was noticed to be experi­
mentally non-deduciblej this cell was considered as a missing 
value. The procedure used was to complete the analysis of 
variance for the error sum of squares with the missing value 
as "x". Differentiation with respect to "x", set equal to 
zero, found the "x" value which would make the error sum of 
squares a minimum ( 3 4 ) - This value was adopted, and the 
analysis of variance recalculated. The degrees of freedom 
for the total and residual are each reduced by one. 
A basic assumption underlying the analysis of variance 
technique is that the experimental errors in the individual 
cell observations are normally distributed in order to make 
qualified use of the "F-distribution" (35, 3&). If tney are 
not so distributed, the use of a transformation of the 
original data is recommended that will develop this condition 
of normality. Bartlett recommends a logarithmic transfor­
mation for distribution of sample variances to improve 
normality (37). In this experiment the precision data was 
logarithmically transformed prior to analysis of variance 
calculations. 
The systematic breakdown of all calculations to basic 
arithmetic steps was the manner used to collate and calculate 
the routine experimental data. This is clerically desirable 
for accuracy in handling large volumes of data, and per­
mitting transfer of skill. The original time s t u d y o b s e r v a t i o n 
sheets were posted while identified only by name and date; 
collation by the training method was done after the posting 
of elapsed times to reduce any possible bias. 
Hypotheses.—As discussed, the objectives would be compara­
tively evaluated on the basis of the number of missed 
readings, accuracy, and precision between the two methods of 
training. If the proposed training method proves successful 
on the basla of these quantitative measures, the technique 
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will be adopted; It also can be assumed that the goal of 
student's Increased confidence In his ability will be 
realized. 
To measure the accuracy and precision an analysis 
of variance statistical tool is employed with the following 
null hypothesis: 
The methods of training do not affect the 
accuracy (or precision), and that the values 
received are from the same populations. 
Similarly, the null hypothesis for differences in the 
percentage of missed readings per training method follows; 
There Is no association between the percentage 
of missed time study readings and the method 
of training. 
A chi-square test of the total missed and observed readings 
per each method was used to test this hypothesis. 
Rejection of any of these hypotheses would indicate 
a difference in methods for the particular evaluation. 
Examination of the original data would then indicate which 
method has better training capabilities. If a hypothesis 
is not rejected, it can be assumed that both methods are of 
the same population and their differences are only effects 
of random error. 
Results.—This division is concerned with the quantitative 
and significance results of the analyses of variance and the 
chi-square test. Graphs of the methods times elements 
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interactions are included to aid interpretation. Magnitudes 
of the factors have been summarized by Method I, tachisto­
scopie training, and Method II, classical training. These 
summaries have Bias and Timing Variation columns. As pre­
viously explained, bias is the measure of subject accuracy; 
timing variation is the measure of subject precision. 
The method's main effect is of most interest, since 
it measures a difference between training methods. Exam­
ination of Tables 2 and 3 shows non-significance between the 
methods of training. The null hypotheses of accuracy and 
precision were not rejected. Therefore, the training methods 
are statistically equivalent in their effect, even though 
the magnitudes indicate that the classical method is better 
from the following summary: 
Bias Timing Variation 
Method I 0 . 1 6 ^ 7 min. 0 . 0 5 4 4 win. 
Method II 0 . 1 5 6 5 0 . 0 4 5 9 
Difference 0 . 0 0 8 2 0 . 0 0 8 5 
It should be expected that a non-significant main effect 
usually will not have its first order interactions signi­
ficant. However, analysis of Figures 4 a n d 5 indicates that 
the non-rejection of the hypotheses may be caused by 
experimental conditions and not solely by the between-methods 
effects. The graphs indicate the possibility that non-
significance is caused partially by the tendency of the 
Table 2 . Significance of Factors 
Influencing Time Study Accuracy 
Degrees of F-test F-test Probability Level 




Within a Method 










0 . 0 0 9 7 
1 4 . 4 8 7 1 
1 . 0 4 2 2 
3 . 0 9 8 4 
Not significant 
0 . 0 0 0 5 
Not significant 
0 . 0 2 5 
Table 3. Significance of Factors 













Within a Method 










5 . 3 5 2 4 
3 . 0 7 2 0 
I . 7 8 7 8 
Not significant 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 5 
0 . 2 5 
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negative and positive directions of biases or timing vari­
ations in a method to balance their effects. Further 
interpretation will depend on the results of the methods 
interactions. 
The element's main effect is significant for both bias 
and timing variation. For accuracy, the null hypothesis has 
been rejected, and it can be assumed that the elemental 
biases are not from the same population. Similarly, it can 
be assumed that elemental timing variations are not from the 
same population. There was experimental consideration that 
this would result since the length of elemental time is a 
pertinent factor of timing with shorter elements being more 
difficult. Elements " A " , " B " , and "C" are "short" elements 
ranging from 0 . 0 3 to 0.06 minute. Elements "D" and "E" 
range from 0.09 to 0.16 minute; elements this size are ex­
pected to be relatively easy to time. Examination of Figures 
1 + and 5 parallel these expectations. Each element is com­
posed of twenty-six subjects. The bias for long elements 
averages an understated 0.01+714- minute. The bias for short 
elements averages an overstated O . I 3 8 7 minute. Without 
regard to direction the total average elemental bias is 0.1022 
minute; no special significance should be placed on the 
direction of bias since the time study method used was the 
continuous observation method. The timing variation for 
short elements averages 0 . 0 2 0 5 minute; long elements average 
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minute. The only experimental explanation for the extreme 
fluctuation of "B" element is that it was the initial element 
of each cycle; hence, it followed the foreign element. Its 
elemental parameters were not as precise as those of the 
other elements. 
The subject's main effect which was nested within 
methods was found to be significant for timing variation bet­
ween subjects. However, the bias null hypothesis was not 
rejected; It can be assumed that the subjects within a 
method are no different as concerns bias. The total average 
bias and timing variation, per subject is shown as follows: 
Bias Timing Variation 
Method I 0 . 0 1 2 7 min. 0 . 0 0 1 + 2 min. 
Method II 0 . 0 1 2 0 0 . 0 0 3 5 
Difference 0 . 0 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 0 7 
The timing variation significance is reasonable since 
individuals are known to vary in their timing precision. 
The non-significance of bias is observed in common practice; 
observers tend to average the same mean time for a group of 
observations. The experimental condition of nesting allows 
observation of the differences between subjects within their 
respective methods. 
The interactions of methods times elements prove 
most Interesting in the evaluation of the differences bet­
ween the two methods. The combined effects of methods and 
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elements are questionably significant for timing variation; 
there is a small possibility that a particular method is of 
value in reducing timing variation. However, there is a 
significant effect resulting from the use of a particular 
method with an element to reduce bias. The average method 
times element Interaction for bias and timing variation is 
shown as follows: 
Bias Timing Variation 
Method I 0 . 0 3 2 9 min. 0 . 0 1 0 9 min. 
Method II 0 . 0 3 1 3 0 . 0 0 9 2 
Difference 0 . 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 0 1 7 
It is clearly evident from observation of Figures 4 and $ 
which method favors bias and timing variation reduction. 
Examination of Figure 5 shows a moderate tendency for 
Method II to reduce timing variation, even though the ten­
dency is non-consistent. Similar examination of F i g u r e 6 
shows a very strong tendency for Method II to reduce bias. 
Therefore, re-evaluation of the methods main effect should 
be made following the Investigation of the methods times 
elements interactions. It then becomes evident that the 
classical method is definitely superior to the tachisto­
scopie method of training. 
The chi-square test was used to investigate the 
difference between the two methods of the percentages of 
missed readings. The difference resulting from the two 
methods is highly significant; it exceeds the one per cent 
significance level (see Appendix Pour). The classical 
method has only 1 3 - 9 per cent total misses; the tachis­
toscopic method has 1 7 . 5 per cent total misses. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
C o n c l u s i o n s . — I n v e s t i g a t i o n o f t h e c o m p a r a t i v e d i f f e r e n c e s 
o f t h e m e a s u r e s o f a c c u r a c y , p r e c i s i o n , and p e r c e n t a g e o f 
m i s s e d r e a d i n g s b e t w e e n t h e two m e t h o d s l e a d s t o t h e s i n g l e 
c o n c l u s i o n i n a l l c a s e s t h a t t h e p r o p o s e d t a c h i s t o s c o p i c 
t r a i n i n g method d o e s n o t o f f e r t h e c a p a b i l i t i e s o f t h e 
c l a s s i c a l m e t h o d . The p r e s e n t c l a s s i c a l t r a i n i n g p r o c e d u r e 
s h o u l d be c o n t i n u e d i n u s e a s t h e method o f t r a i n i n g i n 
r e a d i n g a t i m e s t u d y s t o p w a t c h . 
L i m i t a t i o n s and a n a l y s i s . — A n a l y s i s s h o u l d be made o f t h e 
p o s s i b l e c o n t r i b u t i n g c a u s e s t o t h e s e r e s u l t s . The e x ­
p e r i m e n t a l i n v e s t i g a t i o n o p e r a t e d u n d e r t h e f o l l o w i n g 
l i m i t a t i o n s : 
1 . S u b j e c t s w e r e a l l n o n - r e m u n e r a t e d v o l u n t e e r s 
who may n o t h a v e had t h e same m o t i v a t i o n s t h a t 
f o r m a l t r a i n e e s w o u l d h a v e . 
2 . R e s u l t s a r e o n l y a m e a s u r e o f e n g i n e e r i n g 
s t u d e n t a b i l i t i e s . 
3. The two t r a i n i n g method p o p u l a t i o n s may n o t 
have b e e n o f e q u a l a b i l i t y . 
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4 . The analysis is based on a small sample of 
subjects. 
5. The operation used to measure the results of 
training was a manual assembly of a small 
part. 
6. The experimenter was experienced in classical 
training; tachistoscopic training was a new 
effort. 
7. Lack of experimenter's experience and re­
cognition of psychological training problems 
involved In experimental use of humans. 
8 . The analysis attempted to evaluate solely the 
training device, which may not have been 
well designed. 
9. Strict experiment time parameters were 
established as initial assumptions. 
If the first seven limitations are Ignored as nil effects, 
a qualitative interpretation can be made as to the possible 
major causes. Renshaw, In discussing the soundness of 
tachistoscopic training, states: 
In tachistoscopic training, the kind of result 
secured will depend, like the acquisition of any 
skill, on the proper use of the method, and on the 
realization that sufficient time and training must 
be given to extend skillful performance to or beyond 
that shoulder of the curve to improvement. When 
this is done, there is little or no forgetting ( 3 8 ) . 
It Is suspected that the rigidity of the practical time 
available for training is a too limited parameter for learning 
b2 
curve considerations when using tachistoscopie training. 
There is a definite question if the device, itself, 
is adequately designed to present the flashed readings. Ex­
posure times were substantially larger than those recommended 
for general tachistoscopie training. 
However, a more relatively realistic evaluation of 
the data might be considered. If relative significance is 
ignored, the absolute differences in trained ability can be 
considered. The experimental results as seen in Chapter IV 
when viewed absolutely show very small differences in bias 
and timing variation between the two methods. In this sense, 
the methods of training are reasonably close to equivalent 
in effect. Review of the experiment stages shows that this 
relative equality occurs with an almost two to one ratio of 
actual practice, since the third stage was used to obtain 
the data and should not be considered as preparatory training. 
Therefore, it is possible that further testing following 
slightly increased parameters would reverse the conclusions. 
Furthermore, it would seem that the qualitative objectives 
of gaining confidence and learning a principle of technique 
may not be directly proportional to the results of the 
quantitative measures In the long run. This long run con­
sideration is only applicable, of course, to students who 
may be doing no time study for a considerable period; it 
would not be applicable to industrial technicians who 
immediately apply their training. The unresolved question 
then is which method offers better capability of retention 
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In cases of sporadic practice of time study over the years. 
Summary.—The present classical training procedure should 
be used for time study training. It offers greater 
absolute and relative accuracy and precision of time 
study readings. It is significantly better for maintaining 
a lower percentage of missed readings. Long run qualities 
of training are indeterminable from this experiment. 
CHAPTER VI 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations.--Time study training and also the general 
field of tachistoscopic training principles offer a con­
siderable number of future areas of investigation beyond 
the scope of this experiment. Further investigations of 
the problems of this experiment seem warranted. A number 
of experimental problems and other areas are described in 
the list following: 
1. An evaluation of refined time study 
tachistoscopic training should be done. 
The parameters would probably have to be 
similar, but the training equipment could 
be Improved by resorting to such develop­
ments as motion picture films. 
2. Coupled with number one is the evaluation 
of reduced exposure times. This Is a 
pertinent effect of general tachisto­
scopic training. 
3. An investigation could be made of the 
learning curve required for training 
qualified time study observers without 
training time parameter limitations. 
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Ij.. Analysis of the relative retention capabilities 
of the two methods of training over periods 
of varying length would be desirable. 
5 . Upon development of a successful tachisto­
scopie time study training method, evaluation 
should be made of the relative proportions 
of tachistoscopie and classical training 
desirable. 
b . Investigation of the personal characteristics 
of trainees necessary to become qualified 
time study observers for industrial positions 
of time study technicians is needed. It is 
desirable that this analysis include both 
the minimum and maximum levels of the general 
intelligence quotient reflecting job 
contentment. 
7. Investigation of types of time study watch 
dials and color backgrounds should be made. 
Similar investigations of related problems 
have been reported by Plourd ( 3 9 ) and Chapanis 
( I 4 . 0 ) . Related applications are becoming 
increasingly important in observations of 
multi-dial panels. This is a critical pro­
blem when a time element is introduced, as 
in observation of aircraft dials when flying. 
8 . Areas of investigation In the relations of 
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tachistoscopic principles and the infor­
mation theory are suggested. The following 
layman's interpretation is of interest: 
An artist was doing a landscape 
from the window of a windmill and 
discovered that the visual memory 
of the scene was more vivid than 
when he had done other paintings. 
He finally concluded that the wind­
mill blades, flashing across his 
line of vision and giving him a 
series of rapidly repeated images, 
were responsible for this phenomenon. 
The belief that he saw more in a 
flash is a principle of tachisto­
scopic training (i+1) . 
The question of analogy here is whether the 
"noise" of Information transmission was reduced 
for better communication. Experiments could be 
conducted to validate the possibility of a 
relationship to the existing expressions of 
the information theory. Reading rate investi­
gations of the information theory have been 
made by Pierce and Karlin ( ^ 2 ) . Other 
investigations have been reported by Quastler 
( 4 3 ) . 
Summary.--It is recommended that further investigations of 
time study training procedures be made. Their subjective 
values to be derived are Improved student confidence and 
better retention of training principles for use at any later 
period. 
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A fruitful field of investigation Is the possibility 
of discovering a theoretical relationship between tachis­
toscopie theory and the information theory. Establishment 
of such a theory and a mathematical quantification would 
open new approaches to the arts of communicating information. 
A P P E N D I X O N E 
S U B J E C T I N F O R M A T I O N 
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Table i;. Summary of Personal Data of Subject 
Categories. Number of Subjects Per Category 
Are Shown 
Category/ Method I Method II 
Sub-category (Tachistoscopic) (Classical) 
Age: > 21 6 6 
* 21 _ L _ L 
total 13 13 
Academic Average: 
± 2.k . 6 7 
= 2.0 to < 2.1+ 7 5 
< 2.0 _0_ 1 
total 13 13 
Sports Participation: 
active 2 1 
moderate 3 5 
occasional 6 6 
random 2 1 
total 13 13 
Degree Background: 
Industrial engi­
neering 8 8 
other engineering 5 5 
total 13 13 
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PERSONAL DATA SHEET OF THESIS PARTICIPATING SUBJECTS 
Full name: 
Ages Weights, Heights 
Sexs Race: Marital Status: 
Town & State of High Schools 
Ho. semesters in college (incl. present): 
Degree working for:. 
Overall average as of last semesters 
Overall High School grade to nearest +/- letters 
Veteran; L. H. or R. Handed: 
Circle most applicable (last two year period) sports participation 
category: 
Random; now & Occasional; Moderate; Active; year 
then, mostly any time of during parts round, athletic 
self-sports year, with a of year, clubs, teams 
What kind of sports: 
List any physical handicaps: 
List visual problems (wear glasses?): 
Have you ever had any training, practice, use with a moving stop­
watch that would disqualify you as a non-skilled timing observer? 




PHONE NUMBER FOR CONTACTING: 
Figure 6 . Personal Data Sheet 
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Underclass Students 1 May, 1957 
College of Engineering 
West Virginia university 
Gentlemen: 
This letter is concerned with your possible participation as volunteers 
in developing experimental data for my thesis, Your data will be 
analyzed for the purpose of evaluating training procedures. At this 
time I cannot inform you more fully as to the objectives without 
causing possibly a bias factor in the statistical analysis. 
It is necessary that you volunteer with an interest in this problem, 
since learning cooperation is vital. In other words during the three 
sessions you will have to show the same interest that you would show 
in any class that you are taking; it will NOT require any outside 
preparation work. Three sessions are necessary: 1 hr. class lecture 
and note-taking; 1 hr. of training; 1 hr. of taking the actual data. 
It is impossible at this time to tell you which date your hour will 
occur, as it will have to be randomly chosen. 
It is expected that the sessions will be held from 5.45 to 6.45 P. M. 
to enable attendance by everyone. These sessions will occur Monday 
through Friday the 13-17, and 20-2.4 May, The "bug" is that once you 
volunteer I will have to depend on your attendance for both the times 
and all the sessions; this is very important. 
These sessions are of worthwhile value to all I, E. students. You 
will personally gain benefits from the training by becoming more 
proficient in timing work; this will give you an "edge" in coming 
courses. 
There will be a short meeting Monday, 13 May, at 5-4-5 P. M. to fill 
out personal data forms in Room B-l, Engineering Building. 
Your help and participation will be highly appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
A. Bruckner, II 
Instructor in Industrial Engineering 
Room 147, Temporary Engineering Building 
Figure 7. Letter Requesting Subjects 
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OUTLINE OF STAGE ONE LECTURE 
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OUTLINE OP STAGE ONE LECTURE 
A. Development of Motivation and Perspective. 
1. Time study is one of the important ways by which 
factories get number or quantity information about 
their men, machines, materials, or combinations of 
t h e 3 9 . "You don't know anything about your subject 
unless you can tell me about it in numbers," says 
the president of one of the largest power com­
panies. 
In our experiment we are going to become familiar 
with the use of the time study stopwatch, as we 
might use it in the simple tasks of measuring 
work—men, machines, or materials. From these 
standards of performance of various factory jobs, 
we get the necessary information for such functions 
as production control and scheduling, cost analyses 
of new methods and ways of doing things, incentive 
pay rates, and management control information. 
Don't kid yourselves—industry isn't run and 
managed by guesswork. It needs facts; facts need 
number information. Our factories are run on the 
basis of this information. Time study is just 
one valuable way of getting this information. 
2. I don't want you to go home thinking that 
industrial engineering Is solely time study--far 
from it. In fact, during two years of industrial 
practice, I did very little time study, whereas 
I did a lot of calculation, analyses, and 
recommendations based on time study data. Remember 
what we just said about factories being run on the 
basis of numerical information with which to do 
engineering work. 
Just because someone uses a slide rule, would you 
say that he was an engineer? An electrical 
engineer uses, say, a voltmeter to get some 
information. Is that all he does? A mechanical 
engineer uses drafting equipment for machine 
design work. Is a draftsman a mechanical 
engineer? An industrial engineer is just the same 
situation; he uses the stopwatch to help himself 
to do his job. 
3. The real difference between using a stopwatch versus 
some other measuring device is that the industrial 
engineer deals and works with people to get his 
information. Time studying requires high standards 
of responsibility. 
The rest of this topic dealt with the listing of 
the personal requirements and responsibilities 
in time study work. 
B. Technical Information Topics. 
1. Reasons for breaking a job into as small elements 
as can be conveniently timed. A discussion of the 
principles of time study element design. 
2. Defining of raw time, normal time, and standard 
time. 
3. Explaining endpoints and how to time elements. 
A simple example was given on how to use the 
observation sheet to record the endpoint times, 
and included a foreign element example. The 
continuous method was portrayed. The advantages 
and disadvantages of the two methods of timing 
were discussed. 
4 . Review of the decimal-minute stopwatch scale, and 
observer's position relative to the operator. 
5. How to read the stopwatch: (1) keep the stopwatch, 
worker, and observation sheet in a straight line; 
(2) relax and get the rhythm of the job; (3) the 
dial hand moves quickly and vou cannot read it like 
a stationary slide rule, so "grab" your reading. 
You will be less accurate trying to read It 
This was a first attempt made at an analogy to 
reduce some of the time study predjudices, and to give a 
better perspective of the role of the stopwatch in in­
dustrial engineering. An almost outstandingly good group 
response can be reported, including the non-industrial 
engineering students. 
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precisely than if you "grab at" or "snap" the 
reading. You will never be able to get a perfect 
reading, as the hand won't be there. Don't try 
to estimate whether it is O . 3 6 or 0 . 3 7 ; call It 
as you see it! Start your timing when you get 
the rhythm of the job. To summarize: relax and get 
the rhythm of the job to be timed; keep the watch, 
board, and worker In a nearly straight line; grab 
your reading or the dial hand will be well past 
the endpoint. 
APPENDIX THREE 
STAGE THREE OPERATION INFORMATION 
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Table 5- Time Study Element Description 
of Stage Three Assembly Operation 
Element Element 
Number Description 
1 Right hand reach to bin number three 
and grasp stem, left hand reach to bin 
number two and grasp body and seat, move 
to assembly area and bring together, 
right hand position stem into body and 
seat, right hand release. 
2 Right hand reach to bin number four and 
grasp bonnet, move and position bonnet 
over stem, screw onto acme thread on 
valve stem to reach body and seat 
threads, screw onto body and seat 
threads finger firm, right hand release. 
3 Right hand reach to bin number five and 
grasp packing nut, move to stem and 
position, push-slide over stem, screw 
onto bonnet threads finger firm, right 
hand release. 
ii Right hand reach to bin number six and 
grasp handle, move and position handle 
onto squared shank of stem, right hand 
release. 
5 Right hand reach to bin number seven 
and grasp bolt, move and position bolt 
through handle into stem, screw in bolt 
finger firm, release right hand and 
drift to bin number three, left hand 
move to disposal box, left hand release. 
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F i g u r e 8. Workplace Layout o f S tage Three Operat ion i n A c t u a l U s e . 
F i g u r e 9. E x p l o d e d V i e w o f T h r e e - q u a r t e r I n c h G l o b e V a l v e U s e d 
i n S t a g e T h r e e O p e r a t i o n . P i c t u r e I s a p p r o x i m a t e l y 
o n e - h a l f t r u e s i z e . 
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Figure 1 0 . Assembled View o f Three -quar ter Inch Globe Valve Used 
i n S tage Three Opera t ion . 
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Figure 11. Master Micromotion Study Data S h e e t . 
APPENDIX FOUR 
STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
Table 6. Analysis of Variance Table for Bias 
Degrees of Sum of Mean Expected Mean 
Source Freedom Squares Squares Squares 
Total 129 972,602 .90 
Between Methods 1 51.73 51.73 CT2 + SJZ + 6 5 ^ 2 
e M 
2 
E Between Elements 4 2 9 4 , 5 1 8 . 8 2 7 3,629 . 7 1 (f
2 + 2 6 < 7 * 2 
Between Subjects P P 
Within a Method 2 i + 127,131.98 5,297 . 1 7 (7 + $(? 
e S 
Method x Element 1+ 6 2 , 9 9 0 . 3 5 15,747.59 (fZ + 13̂ 7"2 Interaction e ME 
Residual 9 6 [ + 8 7,910.02 5 , 0 8 2 , 1 + 0 2 
e 
Table 7. Analysis of Variance Table for Timing Variation 
Degrees of Sum of Mean Expected Mean 
Source Freedom Squares Squares Squares 
Total 128 10.8334 
Between Methods 1 0.11+00 0.11+00 (fZ + + 6 5 < ^ 
Between Elements 4 1.1604 0.2901 tfZ + 2 6 ^ 
e a* 
Between Subjects 0 P 
Within a Method 21+ 3.9955 0.1665 ( f d + $ C T d 
e S 
Method x Element 4 O.3874 0.0969 CfZ + 13CfZ Interaction e ME 
Residual 95 5.1501 0.0542 2 
e 
Table 8. Formulae of Sum of Squares for Bias and 
Timing Variation Analyses of Variance. For Timing 
Variation the Degrees of Freedom for the Residual 





Sum of Squares 
M J-l=l I.T 2 . /IK - T 2 /IJK 
J • j • • • • 
E K-l=l| Z k T 2 ,_/lJ - T 2 /IJK **• • • • • • 
S J(I-l)«2Jj, 
M x E (J-l) (K-D - 1 + 
Residual By difference 
Total IJK-1=129 
JK 
Table 9. Formulae of Expected Mean Squares for Bias 
and Timing Variation Analyses of Variance 
Factor Model Formula of Expected Mean Square 
M I a\ + K ^ § + IK^g 
E I <r\ + I J ^ | 
e Hi 
S II (TZ + 
e S 
M x E ii cr2 + Tcr2 
e M E 
Residual II <? 
e 
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Table 1 0 . Numbers of Missed and Recorded 
Readings and Chi-square Test (ijij.) 
Missed Recorded Total 
Method Readings Readings Readings 
I a = 3 9 0 b = I 8 J 4 . O a + b = 2 2 3 0 
II c = 3 1 1 d - 1 9 1 9 c + d * 2 2 3 0 
Totals a + c = 7 0 1 b + d = 3 7 5 9 N » l ] 4 6 0 
X 2 = (ad-bc) 2(N) 
• (a+b)Cb+dJ(c+d)(a+c) 
X ^ = 1 0 . 5 6 3 3 with one degree 
of freedom 
33 
Table 11. Bias and Timing Variation 
Coding Expressions for Analyses of 
Variance 
X i bias = <*i> 1 0 
x l timing variation = l 0 g l ° { < xi + °.000500)X06 } 
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Table 12. Original Data of Bias 
Multiply values shown by 10~k to 
obtain original values in minutes. 
Element letter symbols are lengths 
of elements in increasing order. 
Numbers in parentheses are the time 
study sequence. 
Methods Subjects Elements 
A(i+) B(l) C(3) D(2) E ( 5 ) 
1 23 33 -i+1 32 46 
2 7 20 - 5 -12 12 
3 92 233 95 -114 3k 
k 147 93 14.Q -35 -179 
S 9 155 79 -29 -97 
-59 6 68 65 - 9 -50 
7 69 61 - 9 -10 -98 
8 kl 15 5k -22 -21 
9 ^1 381 35 -85 -Ik 10 38 180 30 32 -k9 
11 -17 155 63 -61 -3k 
12 60 289 52 -110 -72 
13 11 82 13 -53 5 
11+ 6 162 153 -65 19 
15. -39 -13 20 32 7 2 16 97 2I4.O k3 263 68 
17 - 5 333 -73 -60 57 
18 -21 -22 -14 23 28 
19 -13 ko - 2 21 
20 -29 23 - 8 - 6 8 
21 -k7 108 28 -71 - 8 
22 23 73 110 12 -80 
23 66 -35 33 k -37 
2k -53 101 - 6 - 8 ko 
25 6 10 6 23 -22 26 -15 127 91 -142 29 
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T a b l e 1 3 . O r i g i n a l D a t a o f J i m i n g V a r i a t i o n 
M u l t i p l y v a l u e s s h o w n b y 1 0 " ° t o o b t a i n 
o r i g i n a l v a l u e s i n m i n u t e s . T h e v a l u e f o r 
t h e f i f t h s u b j e c t a n d " E " e l e m e n t w a s 
t r e a t e d a s m i s s i n g ; t h e v a l u e s h o w n i s t h e 
c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e d i s c u s s e d i n C h a p t e r I V . 
E l e m e n t l e t t e r s y m b o l s a r e l e n g t h s o f 
e l e m e n t s I n i n c r e a s i n g o r d e r . N u m b e r s I n 
p a r e n t h e s e s a r e t h e t i m e s t u d y s e q u e n c e . 
M e t h o d s S u b j e c t s E l e m e n t s 
A (4 ) B ( l ) C(3) D (2 ) E (5) 
1 12k 134 79 111 191 
2 108 10k 33 75 213 
3 550 5280 812 613 1845 
505 287 359 121 886 
5 55 1900 600 355 708 
6 235 169 127 530 448 
7 103 90 14 138 220 3 413 222 618 396 
9 k38 9900 184 -56 521 
10 40 128i;k 131 349 454 
3 1 109 2532 278 354 606 
12 2k3 
480 
1890 715 i+oo 262 
13 76 47 93 1312 
1}i 36 905 180 73 -411 15 -20 514 456 450 261+ 
16 895 5682 517 18941 2745 
17 30 1933 286 453 22 4 18 23 91 61 130 100 19 54 265 364 678 272 
20 41 64 -38 24 
21 - 3 80 355 386 272 
22 221 628 1618 63 535 
23 261+ 213 474 -9k 782 
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